
Dear wine queen Annika,

Dear customers and special guests,

It is a great pleasure  for me to welcome you to
our first international vine-event in Heppenheim,
organized by ANTES Weinbau Service GmbH.

The first idea to arrange a small Cool Climate
Customers Conference combined with the
INTERVITIS was born in January 2010. So there
was not much time to organize everything and
we are glad, that it was possible to find Hotels
and Conference places soon.

Special thanks go to our polish partner Krzysztof Gorka for organizing the complete
trip of all the “north-eastern” visitors and for a lot of ideas and suggestions concerning
the main themes.

We are glad, that it was possible to find immediately some speakers from 10
countries for the conference, which agreed to talk about their projects.

As a special guest from Canada Mr. Hans Peter Pfeifer now comes back to his place
of birth (!) Heppenheim. We both studied in Geisenheim 1976-1979 and later worked
in different parts of the world. Now a circle is closed for him and he can serve with 30
years of experience in cool climate winegrowing.

Our nursery has increasing plant-exports to currently  27 countries. Especially all the
“cool climate countries” are developing very fast and become more and more
important for our production. So it was only a question of time, to bring our customers
together and give each other a chance to talk, discuss and exchange experiences
and wishes and – off course – to show, what we are doing and what is possible.

All participants will get a DVD of the conference later with much more detailed
information about varieties and some climate change aspects.

We wish you a good stay in Heppenheim and hope You will enjoy everything.

And we hope that you succeed with your projects and see You here again
sometimes.

         Reinhard Antes,  ANTES Weinbau Service GmbH


